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Having problems sleeping at night? Want to wake up refreshed and energized every morning?
From the best-selling author, Amy Jenkins, comes Rest Your Mind: 7 Steps to Improve The
Quality of Your Sleep Every Night So You Can Live Happier, Healthier & Longer. This book will
help you improve your body and health by sleeping the right way!If you want to have peaceful
sleep at night...If you want to feel energized and happy every time you wake up...Or if you just
want to live a healthy and refreshing every day life...THEN THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU!This book
provides you with the perfect guide to lose weight without having the need to go to the gym!It
comes with tons of excellent tips, easy-to-implement every day habits, and all the information
that you need to add these benefits IMMEDIATELY into your life!If you successfully implement
these tips, you will…Start having blissful sleeps in just a few daysSee awesome changes to your
face, skin and bodySay goodbye to sleepless nights (so you feel healthier!)Wake up every day
with a burst of energy and ready to start the dayTransform your body and mind in JUST A FEW
DAYS!



REST YOUR MIND7 Steps to Improve The Quality of Your Sleep Every Night So You Can Live
Happier, Healthier & LongerAmy Jenkins First published in 2017 by Venture Ink
Publishing Copyright © Top Fitness Advice 2019 All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the author. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanic, electronic,
photocopying, recording, by any storage or retrieval system, or transmitted by email without the
permission in writing from the author and publisher. Requests to the publisher for permission
should be addressed to publishing@ventureink.co For more information about the contents of
this book or questions to the author, please contact Amy Jenkins at
support@topfitnessadvice.comDisclaimer This book provides wellness management information
in an informative and educational manner only, with information that is general in nature and that
is not specific to you, the reader. The contents of this book are intended to assist you and other
readers in your personal wellness efforts. Consult your physician regarding the applicability of
any information provided in this book to you. Nothing in this book should be construed as
personal advice or diagnosis, and must not be used in this manner. The information provided
about conditions is general in nature. This information does not cover all possible uses, actions,
precautions, side-effects, or interactions of medicines, or medical procedures. The information in
this book should not be considered as complete and does not cover all diseases, ailments,
physical conditions, or their treatment. You should consult with your physician before beginning
any exercise, weight loss, or health care program. This book should not be used in place of a call
or visit to a competent health-care professional. You should consult a health care professional
before adopting any of the suggestions in this book or before drawing inferences from it. Any
decision regarding treatment and medication for your condition should be made with the advice
and consultation of a qualified health care professional. If you have, or suspect you have, a
health-care problem, then you should immediately contact a qualified health care professional
for treatment.
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in an informative and educational manner only, with information that is general in nature and that
is not specific to you, the reader. The contents of this book are intended to assist you and other
readers in your personal wellness efforts. Consult your physician regarding the applicability of
any information provided in this book to you. Nothing in this book should be construed as
personal advice or diagnosis, and must not be used in this manner. The information provided
about conditions is general in nature. This information does not cover all possible uses, actions,
precautions, side-effects, or interactions of medicines, or medical procedures. The information in
this book should not be considered as complete and does not cover all diseases, ailments,
physical conditions, or their treatment. You should consult with your physician before beginning
any exercise, weight loss, or health care program. This book should not be used in place of a call
or visit to a competent health-care professional. You should consult a health care professional
before adopting any of the suggestions in this book or before drawing inferences from it. Any
decision regarding treatment and medication for your condition should be made with the advice
and consultation of a qualified health care professional. If you have, or suspect you have, a
health-care problem, then you should immediately contact a qualified health care professional
for treatment. No Warranties: The author and publisher don’t guarantee or warrant the quality,
accuracy, completeness, timeliness, appropriateness or suitability of the information in this book,
or of any product or services referenced in this book. The information in this book is provided on
an “as is” basis and the author and publisher make no representations or warranties of any kind
with respect to this information. This book may contain inaccuracies, typographical errors, or
other errors. Liability Disclaimer: The publisher, author, and other parties involved in the creation,
production, provision of information, or delivery of this book specifically disclaim any
responsibility, and shall not be held liable for any damages, claims, injuries, losses, liabilities,
costs, or obligations including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequences
damages (collectively known as “Damages”) whatsoever and howsoever caused, arising out of,
or in connection with the use or misuse of the site and the information contained within it,
whether such Damages arise in contract, tort, negligence, equity, statute law, or by way of other
legal theory. Table of Contents DisclaimerWho is this book for?What will this book teach you?
IntroductionSleep and LongevitySleep and Your HealthThe Importance of Good Sleep
HygieneStep 1: Turn Out the LightsStep 2: Sound to Help You SleepStep 3: Natural Remedies to
Help You SleepStep 4: Preparing Your Mind for SleepStep 5: Dietary Changes to Improve
SleepStep 6: Resetting Your Sleep CycleStep 7: Dealing with A Sleepless NightConclusionFinal
Words Would you prefer to listen to my book, rather than read it? Download the audiobook
version for free! If you click the special link below and sign up to Audible as a new customer, you
can get the audiobook version of my book completely free. 
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Words Would you prefer to listen to my book, rather than read it? Download the audiobook
version for free! If you click the special link below and sign up to Audible as a new customer, you
can get the audiobook version of my book completely free. Who is this book for?This book is for
those people who battle to get a good night’s rest. Whether you battle to fall asleep or you simply
cannot seem to sleep enough, you will benefit by reading this book.Did you know that as much
as a third of Americans have trouble when it comes to restful sleep?And it’s not just about
getting the right number of hours when it comes to sleep either, truly restorative sleep is
something that can be quite elusive.The good news is that a good sleep pattern is a habit that
can be learned like any other.If you have to rely on the alarm clock to wake up in the morning, or
if you need to constantly hit the snooze button, this book is for you.Look at this book as a master
class in getting more restful sleep. What will this book teach you?In this book, you will learn what
the link between sleep and longevity is and how sleep affects your health, your brain, your
weight and your development.I will explain what sleep hygiene is and explain steps that you can
take today to make sure that you are practicing good sleep hygiene.We go through the
importance of complete darkness when it comes to sleep and how you can use sounds and
music to help you sleep.We look at the top natural remedies that will help you start sleeping
better tonight and every night that you need them.We go through how to prepare your mind for
the process of falling asleep so that you can get your best possible night’s rest.We look at how to
change your diet so that you sleep better at night and how you can break the cycle of sleepless
nights that you currently find yourself in.We look at how to determine how much sleep you really
need and how to deal with those nights when sleep just won’t come at all. IntroductionDo you lie
awake every night, watching the clock and wishing you could fall asleep? Do you eventually fall
asleep only to wake up feeling as though you have not slept in months? Does it feel like, no
matter how much sleep you get, you never feel rested? If so, you are not alone. Millions of
Americans are in the same boat. For many of us, poor sleep quality or lack of sleep is a part of
everyday life. And is it any surprise? Every day we are expected to do more and more. We have
to have it all – it is not uncommon for people to work fourteen-hour days, seven days a week.And
what do we want to do when we get home? Sit in front of the TV and check Facebook all
night.Human beings were designed to get up when the sun came up and go to bed when the
sun went down. Most of us, however, don’t want to miss out. And with all the advancements in
technology we don’t have to. We can watch every funny cat video on the internet and stay up
until dawn if we want to.We can have it all – and a helping of insomnia on the side. Never in our
history have sleep aids been so widely available. And never in our history have we been so
sleep deprived.Are you ready to break the cycle? Are you ready to get some sleep? To feel
rested and well for the first time in ages?If you are ready to turn your back on sleeplessness, this
book is for you. Start sleeping better from tonight with these simple and inexpensive tips. Start
the journey to a whole new you today. Discover Scientifically-Proven “Shortcuts” & “Hacks” to
Lose Weight FASTER (With Very Little Effort) For this month only, you can get Linda Westwood’s
best-selling & most popular book absolutely free – Weight Loss Secrets You NEED to



Know.Discover scientifically-proven tips to help you lose weight faster and easier than ever
before. With this book, readers were able to improve their weight loss results and fitness levels.
So, it’s highly recommended that you get this book, especially while it’s free!Sleep and
LongevityResearch has shown that sleeping too little, or too much, has a significant impact on
your expected lifespan.According to a study that tracked 21,000 twins over a period of 22 years,
seven to eight hours a night is ideal. This can differ from one individual to the next.The study
focused on twins because they would have the same backgrounds and genetic makeup.The
study looked at how well they slept, how long they slept and whether or not they used
medication to sleep.It was found that those participants who slept for longer than eight hours or
less than seven hours a night were 17%-24% more likely to die earlier.It was also found that
those using medications to sleep had an increased mortality risk of around a third. Why Is Sleep
So Important?During sleep, the body carries out necessary repairs. Being sleep-deprived short-
circuits this process and places the body under unnecessary stress.This affects all the systems
in the body. Sleep deprivation can cause hypertension and cardiac disease, contribute to the
development of diabetes, cause depression, and an increase in body weight.In the next chapter,
we will go through all of these in more detail but for now, it suffices to say that lack of quality
sleep over an extended period can have serious side effects when it comes to your health.The
diseases that can develop as a result of sleep deprivation can have a significant impact on both
your quality of life and your longevity as a whole. 
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Cynthia G., “Good Book to Start Addressing Your Sleep Issues (or preventing). This is a nicely
written, concise book that will help a person who has just begun addressing their sleep issues. I
took a point off because this general information is widely available in copious other books and
online. Not much new information for a seasoned, health conscious person.If you want a quick
read and don’t want to get to clinical, this will serve the purpose.One sleep problem that is
prevalent and wasn’t directly addressed in the chapter on resetting your sleep pattern is falling
asleep easily, but waking up after even a few hours and not getting back to sleep.I did find
comfort in the statement that even if you end up staying in bed unable to fall asleep nearly the
entire night, just resting there does benefit our bodies—you’re actually not wasting your time.
Also the warning that forcing yourself to stay awake when you’re drifting (like while watching a
movie or something like that, I imagine)comes at a cost to our bodies. That the second wind is
sourced in cortisol. Not good.”

Jbarr5, “healthy sleep habits. Sleep Your Way to Good Health: 7 Steps to Make TONIGHT the
Best Night of Sleep You Have EVER HAD! (And How Sleep Makes You Live Longer & Happier)
by Amy JenkinsFound this book to be mostly very common sense methods of falling asleep and
staying asleep. We now do go to bed earlier to unwind from technology and it helps a lot. Also
diet and exercise is discussed.Many different things you can do to get a good rem sleep night.”

FREDDIE CONTRERAS, “now my nights are ok. Almost Few week I was using info and tricks
that I got from this book ( as nobody could really explaine me why I wake up at night and can not
sleep)and noe I became more calm and wake up only to go to wc and then fall alsepp with no
problems.”

Thomas Donaldson, “Simple, quick and useful. Nice simple read with some good tips”

Bin Li, “what sleep hygiene is and steps that we can take to make sure we are practising good
sleep hygiene. This ebook is just for me.It is about: the link between sleep and longevity, how
sleep affects ourhealth, brain, weight and development; what sleep hygiene is and steps that
wecan take to make sure we are practising good sleep hygiene; the importance ofcomplete
darkness for sleep and how we can use sounds and music to help ussleep; top natural remedies
that will help us start sleeping better; how toprepare our mind for the process of falling asleep;
how to change our diet forsleeping better and how we can break the cycle of sleepless nights;
how todetermine how much sleep we really need and how to deal with those nights whensleep
just won't come at all.I found following items are quite helpful for me:People who sleep for longer
than 8 hours or less than 7 hours a night were 17%-24% more likely to die earlier.Switch my
phone off at least an hour before bedtime and don't look at it againuntil I wake up in the
morning.A sleeping mask can provide an extra layer of protection against the dark.Making sure



that my bedroom is clean and tidy can go a long way to promotingsleep. Even if I no longer really
notice the clutter consciously, researchhas shown that it still affects my sub-consciously.Start
dimming the lights from about 8 o'clock at least to help your bodynaturally, start getting ready for
sleep.Breathing exercise and gratitude exercise.”

Mel Cool, “Refreshed and Rested. We all know how important sleep is, but I know I often neglect
my poor sleep hygiene with such a busy life style. This book was a good reminder about the
simple things we can do to help promote a healthy sleep. I have implemented a few of the
suggestions and it only took a couple of nights for me to feel the difference - I am now waking up
so much more refreshed and rested. No fancy pills or short cuts - just simple and practical
advice!”

Ebook Library Reader, “ZZZzzz. Thank you thank you!!I've let my sleep hygiene slide over the
years. I have not had a full night sleep in about 3 years.The last three weeks I have had at least
10 nights of almost full sleeps - all thanks to Amy Jenkins. It's such a big change after years of
crap sleeping, and I'm sure it can only get better now that I have the right tools.”

Sc, “Awesome work by Amy. Awesome work by Amy, book comes with tons of excellent tips,
easy-to-implement every day habits. Perfect guide with simple and practical advice.Highly
recommended!”

MC, “Just sleep on it. Nothing Earth shattering in this book but it did bring a lot of useful
information together. I'm sure most readers will clean something from this.”

The book by Amy Jenkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 16 people have provided feedback.
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